
FAQ
Q: What is the goal of this program?
A: Our goal this year is to help motivate the members in being active in their chapters. We want
to show the potential in every member and assist them in making events they WANT to show
their friends.

Q: What is Ki?
A: Ki is similar to exp in a video game! as you earn more Ki the higher tier your chapter will be!

Q: Will there be a Chapter of the Year?
A: Yes. The chapter who earns the largest amount of Ki throughout this program will not only
claim the grand prize, but will also be named Chapter of the Year.

Q: What are the “Traveling Dragon Balls”?
A: The “Traveling Dragon Balls” put a small twist on our traveling program. Rather than a
chapter having to go after one item, each chapter has a Dragon Ball. Chapters will have to visit
each other in order to gain more Dragon Balls. If a chapter collects all seven Dragon Balls, they
will receive a “Wish From Shenron”. The wishes are predetermined on a wheel, and they range
from an Ice Cream Party to a 7ft basketball hoop. There is one grand prize on the wheel and only
one chapter can receive it. (Each chapter needs two members and one advisor in order to steal a
dragon ball.)

Q: What is a “Junior”, “Senior”, and “Master Ritualist”?
A: These refer to the qualifications of the Master Ritualist program, which is attached.

Q: What are “Revesz Rupees”?
A: Revesz Rupees are the currency we are giving throughout the course of the term. Individual
members will earn these through several ways including participation, and membership. At our
Convention, there will be an arcade style prize corner where you can use your Revesz Rupees to
purchase prizes. Or, you can use your Revesz Rupees to purchase tickets to enter into raffles for
larger prizes.

Q: How will you get “Rupees” from the Ritual sections?
A: You will have to perform the Ritual in front of an elected state officer or a certified judge

Q: How long does this program run?
A: It runs from July 15th until May 15th

Q: How does the prize system work?
A: As the chapter earns Ki, they will unlock new tiers of prizes. At our convention the Ki values
of the chapters will be announced and the chapter can choose their prize from the tier they have
reached. The chapter that gains the most Ki will win the Grand Prize.

Q: Does the chapter earn “Ki” for each member in attendance at State Events?
A: Yes! the chapter receives the amount of Ki for the event



Q: What is a State tour?
A: A State Tour refers to visiting every chapter in the state. You must have 2 members and 1
advisor minimum for it to count as a visitation.


